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Abstract: Wireless adhoc network is used to access network for user anywhere at anytime.  Data access will take more 

time in Wireless adhoc network and so data caching is used to reduce the data access.  Cache algorithm is used to improve 

the caching performance and the network become more efficient.  In this algorithm, we are using the cache counter so that 

each time the request is given which the counter value is increased.  If the counter value exceed means it should be removed 

and the space in the counter will be free so that if too many request arrive means the crash will not occur and reduce the 

capacity. 
 

Index Terms-Adhoc Network, Caching, AD, Multihop path. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Adhoc network is used to form the temporary network and it 

does not need the centralized administration. The nodes are 

formed in the adhoc network dynamically.  The nodes in the 

network is used to transfer the data from one node to 

another.  In this network, the mobile node will act as both 

the host and the router which is used to forward the packets 

in the network. The node in the adhoc network will analyze 

the other nodes and then it will act as the router to transfer 

the data. This paper proposes a new approach, counter-based 

cache replacementthat significantly improves highly-

associativecache replacement performance. 

By using the cache server in the adhoc network the data 

access delay will be reduced and the request and response 

will be increased. The counter-based cache replacement 

algorithm is used to improve the efficiency of the adhoc 

network. 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

When data are delivered through multihop paths, caching the 

data at intermediate nodes can significantly reduce the 

message cost and consequently save various resources, from 

network bandwidth to battery power. Accessing data at 

cache node can also help reduce data access delay 

(AD).Existing works on cache placementmainly focus on 

how to make use of the data accessfrequency information 

and network topology informationin selecting cache 

nodes.The main drawback is quite a lot of work has been   

conducted for data caching in wireless ad hoc networks, 

including cache placement cache discovery and cache  

 

consistency. Data caching has been widelyused to reduce 

data access cost in traditional computer networks.When data 

aredelivered through multihop paths, caching the data 

atintermediate nodes can significantly reduce the 

messagecost and consequently save various resources, from 

networkbandwidth to battery power. Accessing data at cache 

nodecan also help reduce data access delay (AD).The cache 

placement problem in ad hoc networks hasbeen proved to be 

NP-hard, even if only one data item isconsidered. Existing 

works on cache placementmainly focus on how to make use 

of the data accessfrequency information and network 

topology informationin selecting cache nodes. Forcache 

discovery, recent research has been focused oncombining 

passive and active query approaches.Overhearing-aided data 

caching algorithm consists oftwo parts: cache placement and 

cache discovery. The cacheplacement part is used for a node 

to choose data items tocache based on our proposed data 

access cost function. Thecache discovery part realizes the 

overhearing-aided dataaccess by providing a node with the 

mechanism to servedata requests by overhearing.Due to the 

openness of wireless links, a network nodetransmits data in a 

broadcast way by nature, so a packet canbe received by any 

node within the transmission range evenif the node is not the 

intended target of this transmission. 
 

2.1 Drawbacks 

 Quite a lot of work has been conducted for data 

caching in wireless adhoc networks, including cache 

placement cache discovery and cache consistency. 
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3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this approach, each line in the cache is augmented with an 

event counter that is incremented when an event of interest, 

such as a cache access to the same set, occurs.We propose 

two counter-based replacement algorithms, whichdiffer by 

the type of intervals during which the events arecounted. 

When the counter exceeds a threshold, the line .expires., and 

becomes evictable.This paper proposes a new approach, 

counter-based cachereplacementthat signi_cantly improves 

highly-associativecache replacement performance.When the 

counter exceedsa threshold, the line .expires., and 

immediately becomesevictable. We observe that data blocks 

in applications showdifferent reuse patterns.The advantage 

of this the cache stored in the counter and it stores the 

request so the data access can be accessed easily and data 

cost will be reduced frequently. 

 
Fig 1 Counter Based Cache Replacement 

3.1 Advantages 

 The data access delay will be reduced and the 

request will be sent immediately. 

 Using Cache server, the request will be stored and 

the request will be retrieved easily. 

 
4. Modules 

 Working of Adhoc Network 

 Cache Server Working 

 Data Transfer between Nodes 

4.1 WORKING OF ADHOC NETWORK 

The Adhoc network does not contain no master and slave 

nodes. When the node form the network means the nodes are 

automatically connected and the data transfer takes place 

from source node to destination node.Accessing data at 

cache node can also help reduce data access delay (AD). The 

main drawback is quite a lot of work has been conducted for 

data caching in wireless ad hoc networks, including cache 

placement cache discovery and cache consistency. Existing 

works on cache placementmainly focus on how to make use 

of the data accessfrequency information and network 

topology informationin selecting cache nodes. When data 

aredelivered through multihop paths, caching the data 

atintermediate nodes can significantly reduce the 

messagecost and consequently save various resources, from 

networkbandwidth to battery power. Accessing data at cache 

nodecan also help reduce data access delay (AD). 

 

4.2 Cache Server Working 

A cache server is a dedicated network server or service 

acting as a server that saves content locally. By placing 

previously requested information in temporary storage, or 

cache, a cache server both speeds up access to data and 

reduces demand on an enterprise's bandwidth. Cache servers 

also allow users to access content, including rich media files 

or other documents. A cache server is sometimes called a 

"cache engine." 

A cache server will act as an intermediate and it will get the 

incoming requests so that if too many request arrive means 

the server will not crash. The requests will be stored in the 

cache server and the cache server in the network will act as 

the proxy server. 

4.3 Data Transfer between Nodes 

Node A’s request to cache server or directly to another Node 

B. Suppose, the file is not available in cache server then 

Node A’s request reaches to Node B directly. The cache 

server  acts as an interface between Node A and Node B. 

First, Node A’s request reaches to cache server if that file is 

available in cache. The copy of requested file is stored in 

cache server. Node A is directed to Node B, if that file is not 

available. Cache server maintains counter value for file. The 

counter value is incremented when each Node A requested 

the particular file. If the counter reaches the threshold value, 

the file is replaced.  

 

5. FRAMEWORK 

 
Fig 2 Block Diagram 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

We have compared our approach with two existing 

approaches: sequence-based approach and time-based 

approach. Compared to the sequence-based approach, our 

counter-based algorithms achieve better prediction coverage 
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and accuracy, lead to better performance improvement, and 

are more space efficient. Compared to the time based 

approach, our counter-based algorithms perform better and 

are easier to implement because they are more architecture 

independent. The result show that, compared with one 

representative algorithm , our proposed algorithm can 

significantly reduce both message cost and access delay. 
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